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Concrete Canvas used to
line a drainage channel
along rail cutting to
prevent erosion and
prevent washout failures.

Completed channel

In June 2017, contractor - Bam Nuttall, installed Concrete Canvas GCCM* as part of the Great Western Electrification
Projects’ improvements to drainage structures at Fosse Way, near Sherston.
This followed on from the successful installation of the material on a separate section in 2014, where Concrete Canvas
(CC) was used to line an open drainage channel to prevent erosion and reduce cutting saturation, potentially causing
land slippage.
Since 2014, downstream of the CC installation and beyond a culverted section of drainage, an unlined section of the
channel had eroded away. This resulted in a 3m deep scour pocket occurring as water discharged from a headwall into
the unlined channel. The scour resulted in flooding of neighbouring fields and there was a concern that future storm
events could also flood the track.
The 750mm diameter culvert was extended for 80m before a new headwall was formed. The open channel was regraded
and lined with CC8TM material. Tony Gee and Partners LLP specified the use of CC based on the proven success of the
existing installation from 2014. The CC channel continued for 350m before terminating into an existing sprayed concrete
channel.
The trapezoidal channel was formed using a ditching bucket, with a width of 700mm and 1:1 side slope and a typical
depth of 1.5m
*Geosynthetic Cementitious Composite Mat
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Original channel installed in 2014, 3 years after installation

Unlined channel showing 3m deep scour and erosion

Unlined channel showing 3m deep scour and erosion

First layer of CC placed on existing concrete channel

During installation, working upstream

Installed CC prior to hydration and backfilling of anchor trench
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Headwall detail

Completed installation

Completed installation

A team of 3 installers and an excavator operator carried out the works. Due to the restricted access next to the rail
track and a need for end on working, they could not simply dig the channel and then return to line with CC. Instead they
excavated 30m sections of the channel using the ditching bucket, then followed installing the Concrete Canvas.
The channel was cleared of loose rock and large objects and the CC8TM material was dispensed from a lifting beam
using a 13 tonne excavator, placing the material in a transverse layup.
The team began downstream at the existing concrete channel and worked upstream towards the headwall, lapping
adjacent layers of CC so that they were shingled (like roof tiles) in the direction of water flow. Overlap joints were
screwed together to create a monolithic structure of the individual layers and to ensure overlap joints were in intimate
contact with each other to prevent erosion between layers.
To prevent water ingress beneath the material, the edges of the CC were terminated in an anchor trench which was
pinned and backfilled as per standard installation details.
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Completed installation

The CC was hydrated using a 100 litre bowser transported by tracked excavator. At times the installation was carried out
in 30 degree heat and to ensure adequate hydration was achieved, contractor BAM Nuttall used more than 6 litres of
water for every m2 of CC installed. This is possible because Concrete Canvas cannot be over hydrated.
The CC material was laid underneath the headwall before it was placed on top. The wing walls to the headwall were
backfilled to ensure the CC tightly captured between the soil and concrete wingwall. All joints between the headwall and
Concrete Canvas were finished with an adhesive sealant to prevent water ingress and potential scour.
Even with restricted access and by end on working, 1950m2 of CC8TM was installed in 3 weeks.
“The Concrete Canvas installation was completed on budget, on time and to the satisfaction of Network Rail and third
parties. We will look to use Concrete Canvas on future schemes wherever possible.”
Ken Buchanan
Site Manager
BAM Nuttall
“The installations at Fosse Way set the benchmark for all future Concrete Canvas channel lining works.”

Mark Howells
Senior Drainage Engineer Western Route
Network Rail
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